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The Warrant Officer
of the Navy

Welcome to the Winter edition o f SeaTalk. Your contribution is valued and has been 
As predicted it has been a busy start to 2007. taken forward.

I look forward to seeing many o f you as 
you go about your day to day business in our 
ships and establishments during visits that I 
have planned for the remainder o f the year.

Firstly, I would like to congratulate 
Warrant Officers Simon Kelly and Peter 
Kenworthy on their appointments as 
Command Warrant Officers within Fleet and 
Navy Systems Command respectively.

In addition I congratulate WOs Van Eldik, 
Holzberger, Crocker, Woodsell and Munro 
on their selection as Ship’s Warrant Officers 
within Fleet Command.

Their selection recognises their 
outstanding commitment to Navy’s values 
and is a testament o f their exemplary 
leadership and management experience.

To all applicants for these positions, 
you are fine warrant officers and presented 
extremely well, thank you.

It has been my privilege to have recently 
been able to visit a number o f ships, 
establishments and workplaces. I thank the 
men and women o f the Defence Signals 
Directorate, Defence Plaza Sydney, HMA 
Ships Cairns, Cerberus, Creswell, Kuttabul, 
Penguin, Toowoomba and Waterhen for their 
hospitality and candid discussions. I am 
heartened by the professionalism, loyalty 
and dedication of the sailors I have met.

1 am also encouraged by the leadership of 
the senior sailors and warrant officers who 
have spoken with me.

Leadership is an all important attribute 
that underpins our core Navy values, and I 
look to all members to continue to adhere to 
our values.

Importantly, I appreciate the positive 
impact that you have personally, as a senior 
sailor or warrant officer, on the environment 
that our sailors work and live in.

I ask that you keep this influence foremost 
in your mind as you go about your day to 
day activities. A professional well motivated 
ship’s company doesn’t happen just as a 
result o f a good command team. It takes 
extra effort from each individual member. 
Please take time to consider what extra you 
can do to contribute to your ship or unit 
today.

The Warrant Officer o f the Royal New 
Zealand Navy, WO Neil Roberts, visited in 
April with the New Zealand Chief o f Navy, 
RADM Ian Ledson.

WO Roberts’ visit continues to build 
on the very close and important link with 
our closest neighbour, and provided an 
opportunity to showcase the sailors o f our 
Navy and their achievements and to discuss 
our individual navies’ many challenges.
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WO-N James Levay (right) with WON Neil Roberts o f  the Royal New Zealand Navy at the 
Australian War Memorial following a wreath laying ceremony. Pic by PO Dave Connolly.

WO Roberts visited Turkey for ANZAC 
Day. He was particularly impressed with our 
Navy’s people that worked hard to support 
the day, specifically the Federation Guard 
and our Navy band personnel. Well done to 
all personnel involved.

I know that our people are working 
extremely hard across the whole fleet. Rest 
assured that the Navy Senior Leadership 
Group appreciates your continued efforts 
and that they are working hard to address 
the many issues affecting both recruiting 
and retention. Unfortunately these changes 
take time -  I ask that you remain patient and 
remain focused on the positive achievements

that you contribute to daily as an integral 
part of our Navy. The key to our future 
Navy’s continued success is you.

James Levay
Warrant Officer of the Navy 
E-mail: j ames.levay@defence.gov.au 
Tel:02 626 54905

Finally if you see me out and about, 
please take the opportunity to engage me.
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Defence creates pathways 
to higher education
By SBLT Leanne Sturzaker
In June 2006, Defence 
Education Training and 
Development (DETD) 
introduced the ADF 
higher education advance 
standing (ADFHEAS) 
scheme to allow ADF 
members to use their 
education and training 
gained in Defence as 
‘advance standing’ 
or ‘credit’ towards 
qualifications offered 
by higher education 
institutions.

LEUT Glen Price 
found out about the 
ADFHEAS scheme 
in Navy News.
Having the advance 
standing through 
the ADFHEAS 
scheme allowed 
him to ‘upgrade’ his 
Graduate Diploma of 
Marine Engineering 
to a Masters 
of Engineering 
Management at the 
University o f South 
Queensland, which 
effectively halved the 
number o f subjects he 
needed to complete for the 
degree.

“I am currently studying asset 
management, which is

LEUT Price - PIC by LSPH 
Joanne Edwards

very relevant to my service career,” 
he said.

Who is eligible for 
ADFHEAS?

The scheme is currently 
offered to officers who 

have:

■  Satisfied the 
requirements for the 

award o f an ADF 
graduate certificate or 
graduate diploma (up 

to December 2005);

I  Completed the 
current course or 

courses which 
qualify for a 

graduate certificate 
or graduate diploma 

(from January 
2006); or

B  Completed 
a mixture o f old 
and new courses 

which equates to the 
requirements for a 

graduate diploma or 
graduate certificate.

A list o f qualifications 
awarded on completion of 
RAN courses is available 

on the ADFHEAS scheme 
website, following the 
eligibility o f advanced 

standing link.
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The benefits of the scheme?
For participants in the ADFHEAS scheme 
there is increased flexibility in the start 
and end time for units of study, for the 
submission of assignments, and the taking 
of examinations to better accommodate 
operational requirements. Where possible, 
the member and the university can negotiate 
assignments and these can sometimes be 
workplace based.
LEUT Price’s previous supervisors, CMDRs 
Greg Laxton and Rudolph Overmeyer, and 
his current supervisor, LCDR Alex Forgie, 
encouraged his postgraduate studies and 
provided considerable support.
He found studying while on Operation 
Catalyst very suitable.
“I visited the Defence library at HMAS 
Stirling before deploying last year,” he said. 
“The library staff were very helpful and 
provided return post bags to mail text books 
back from the Gulf.”
It was fine to study via correspondence, as 
many university students were off-campus. 
In fact, LEUT Price will graduate without 
ever setting foot on the campus.
ADFHEAS scheme participants may also 
be eligible for funding under the Defence 
Assisted Study Scheme (DASS) or Civil 
Schooling Scheme (CSS).

Which universities are involved?
The number o f universities across Australia 
participating in the ADFHEAS scheme is 
continuously growing. Currently there are 
16 universities offering advance standing 
towards a number o f their awards:
■  Australian Catholic University
■  Australian National University
■  Charles Darwin University
■  Charles Sturt University
■  Deakin University
■  Edith Cowan University
■  Macquarie University
■  Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
■  Swinburne University
■  University o f Adelaide

I  University of Canberra
■  University of Newcastle
■  University of South Australia
I  University of Southern Queensland
■  University of the Sunshine Coast
■  Victoria University

The ADFHEAS scheme website provides 
links to participating universities homepages. 
Details o f the awards in the ADFHEAS 
scheme and the agreed levels of ‘advance 
standing’ are also available on the website.

The future
The DETD is negotiating an expansion of 
the ADFHEAS scheme to include other 
ranks vocational education and training (e.g. 
trade and technical) as ‘advance standing’ 
into programs offered by higher education 
institutions.
Participating universities have indicated that 
they may include additional qualifications/ 
awards within the ADFHEAS scheme in 
future; and other universities have indicated 
that they would like to participate in the 
ADFHEAS scheme.
Asked if he would recommend the 
ADFHEAS scheme to other service 
personnel, LEUT Price responds: “Definitely
- it is an opportunity too good to miss out 
on. What are you waiting for?”

Further information
■  Internal: intranet.defence.gov.au/det/ 

adfheas/

■  External: www.defence.gov.au/dpe/ 
adfheas/

■  DEFGRAM No 303/2006

Point of contact
LCDR Rod Cooper 
EODELS
Defence Education Training Development
Branch
CP 1 -6-125
Phone: 02 6266 3565
Fax: 02 6266 3587
rodney.cooper@defence.gov.au
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By LEUT Bradley Francis
The crew of HMAS Waller continue with 
seagoing preparations after taking material 
control of the submarine on April 10 ending 
a three year full cycle docking at ASC’s 
Osborne facility in South Australia.

Waller will return to RAN operational 
service after receiving several platform 
improvements including new trim pumps 
and upgrades to the sewage system and fire 
suppression system.

The submarine’s most significant change 
is a replacement combat system (RCS), the 
AN/BYG-1(V)8, which was developed as 
part of collaborative efforts between the 
USN and RAN. Along with significant 
improvements to navigation, sonar and 
target motion analysis functions, this combat 
system will allow Waller to employ the 
RAN’s newest naval weapon, the MK 48 
advanced capability (ADCAP) common 
broadband advanced sonar system (CBASS) 
heavyweight torpedo.

On the morning o f April 3, Prime Minister 
John Howard, accompanied by the Defence 
Minister Dr Brendan Nelson, conducted 
a visit to Waller to review the state o f the 
RCS.

Following a brief, ship’s company conducted 
a simulated CBASS attack drill on a hostile 
warship for the benefit of the PM complete 
with a watershot firing. On conclusion of the 
drill, the PM and Defence Minister met the 
combat system operators and tried their hand 
on Waller's attack periscope.

During the subsequent media doorstop,
Mr Howard outlined the Commonwealth’s 
substantial financial investment into 
the combat system and heavyweight 
torpedo projects with a combined cost of 
$921 million dollars as well as Australia’s 
close cooperation with the United States 
Navy in completing both projects.

Having completed extensive RCS courses 
and pre-workup training at the Submarine 
Systems Training Centre at HMAS Stirling, 
the crew are now focussed on conducting 
trials, licensing and a safety workup in the 
waters off Adelaide.

The boat will be formally welcomed back 
into the RAN Fleet in July at a rededication 
ceremony at Fleet Base West.

Waller will then commit to extensive RCS 
and CBASS trials in the Western Australian 
exercise areas as well as supporting ongoing 
fleet exercises.
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A109E set to fill the gap

By LCDR Terry Garside*
The Agusta 109E is the newest helicopter to 
join the RAN and is a training initiative that 
will assist in the retention and motivation of 
junior aircrew.

Dubbed the ‘RMF project, the aircraft 
will be based at HMAS Albatross and will 
form the A109E Flight, a fully integrated 
component of 723 Squadron. The three 
A109E aircraft have been selected to ‘fill 
the gap’ for aircrew who have completed 
basic rotary conversion and are awaiting 
operational flying training.

Following an in-depth tender and negotiation 
process, Raytheon Australia was awarded 
the 4 year contract. Commander Australian 
Naval Systems Command CDRE Peter Jones 
and Raytheon Australia’s Mr Michael Ward 
signed the $28 million, four-year contract 
last December 8.

The aircraft arrived in Australia in March 
and are undergoing modifications in the 
Heliflite facility at Sydney’s Bankstown 
Airport. The modifications include hook, 
hoist, floatation equipment and some avionic 
installations.

The aircraft will be civil leased and managed 
under Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
(CASA) guidelines by Raytheon Australia. 
They will be issued an Australian military 
type certificate (AMTC) and obtain service 
release prior to transfer to the state register. 
As a state aircraft, technical airworthiness 
will be managed as specified in AAP 
7001.053 (Regulation 2.7).

Aircraft history
The previous operators of the aircraft were 
the Swedish Armed Forces and a French 
civilian emergency service (EMS) operator. 
At the time of going to press, delivery of
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the first platform to HMAS Albatross was 
expected at the end o f May-early June. The 
aircraft are scheduled to remain in service 
until 2010 with options to extend if required.

Training benefits
The A109E will provide significant parallel 
benefits to junior aircrew in core skill 
retention and building of confidence in 
flying assimilated military evolutions.

Qualified pilot, observer and aircrewmen 
graduates, who have completed their 
basic and advanced rotary training on 
the AS350BA Squirrel at 723 Squadron, 
will undertake conversion to the A109E, 
qualifying them as full captain (pilots), 
TACCO (observers) and utility aircrewmen.

The skill retention and enhancement 
provided by this aircraft ensures aircrew 
consolidation and advancement to meet 
operational flying training (OFT) objectives 
o f the Seahawk, Sea King and Seasprite 
platforms.

Approved ADF roles
The A109E is a single pilot, fully IFR 
capable platform that has sufficient 
integrated systems and avionics to

consolidate and enhance the skills o f the 
three naval aircrew streams.

The spectrum o f operations for this platform 
encompasses all aspects of general flying, 
instrument flying and utility/search and 
rescue (SAR) operations from shore.
The A109E has retractable landing gear and 
a glass cockpit. It will be flown day and 
night, in most weather conditions and will be 
capable o f over water operations.

Roles of the A109E include:

■  Aircrew type conversion;
H  Skills consolidation and retention flying;

H  Utility operations which include external 
loads, hoisting and passenger transfers;

H  Search and rescue/MEDEVAC

I  Support to fleet units from shore which 
includes surveillance and reporting, 
personnel transfers, Anti Submarine 
(but not as an embarked asset / no deck 
landings)

■  Aircraft controller (ASAC) training, 
naval gunfire support (NGS) spotting; 
and

■  Support for public relations, general 
communications flying and ADF 
recruiting activities.
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The additional benefits include enhanced 
morale, aviation training continuum stability, 
ADF public relations, RAN image, ADF 
recruiting and personnel communication 
flexibility.

Capability
The A109E is a proven 
platform capable of 
a diverse range of 
operations. It can be 
flexibly employed 
in either the utility 
or communication 
(transport) role.

The standard utility 
configuration is a 
winch, hook and floats/ 
bottles. The platform 
in the utility role has a maximum external 
load capability o f 1500kg up to a internal 
maximum weight of 2850 kg.

It also has a rescue hoist capable of dual lift 
(272 kg).

In the communication role the platform has 
an endurance o f 235 minutes (3.9hrs) with 
two crew.

In the surveillance role the platform is fitted 
with floats and bottles and utilises the radar 
to provide contact positioning for visual 
identification.

Generally, sorties are configured purely 
for the role intended. Flowever, due to 
time constraints involved in configuration 
changes, aircraft may fly sorties in a non- 
typical configuration without detriment to 
profile outcomes.
Most sorties are conducted with a crew of 
three - pilot/TACCO/aircrewman - but this 
can be reduced to two: either, pilot/TACCO 
or pilot/aircrewman if necessary.

Rate of effort and operating 
environment
The planned annual rate of effort for the 
three A109E aircraft is 1500 hours with an 
additional 500hrs available for surge.

The A109E will generally fly within 
150nm of NAS Nowra. with occasional 
deployments of up to two weeks elsewhere 
in Australia to support skill retention and 
experiential learning.
Typically, one aircraft will deploy to areas 
such as Tasmania, the Snowy Mountains, 

RAAF Bases 
Amberley, Darwin, 
East Sale, Edinburgh, 
Townsville, Wagga, 
and Williamtown.

Shorter (one to two- 
day) deployments will 
also be conducted, 
mostly within a 500nm 
radius o f Nowra to 
ensure skill diversity is 
maintained.

Most operations are conducted at a density 
altitude o f 0 -  2500 feet, however a D.A. 
of up to 9,500 feet may be encountered for 
operations in the Snowy Mountains region.

The majority o f operations overland are to 
non-sealed landing sites or confined areas in 
the conduct of the range of defined profiles; 
the majority include confined area winching, 
load lifting and approaches, as well as 
power-on running landings on flat areas of 
surveyed aerodromes .

The A109E is not endorsed for embarked 
operations, in its designated role, while in 
RAN service.

However, operations in support of fleet units 
will be conducted from shore.

For aircrew graduating from their initial 
rotary training, this platform will provide 
an ideal stepping stone to the operational 
environment.

Aircrew who have spent several hundred 
hours on the Squirrel are well prepared 
for the A109E and will enjoy the range of 
additional opportunities this platform will 
provide.

Gone are the days of aircrew being forced to 
wait many months between courses.

* - OIC RAN A 109E Flight
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Give us your 
thoughts
Sea Change is an ongoing program which 
has been in place since September 2004.
The aim remains to improve retention in the 
Navy by improving the work environment 
across key areas ranging from geographical 
stability to workforce renewal and conditions 
o f service. This will provide Navy people 
and their families with a better balance 
between work and home.

Community feedback
The Sea Change Implementation Team 
(SCIT) uses local area focus groups (FGs) as 
the primary source of community feedback. 
Local Sea Change FGs have been established 
throughout Australia. The FGs are made up 
of volunteers from all ranks and seek to be 
representative of the local Naval community. 
A nominated FG chairman acts as the FG 
coordinator and point of contact.
There are formalised focus groups located 
in HMAS Cerberus, Albatross, Stirling, 
Watson, Kuttabul, and Coonawarra. In 
addition, informal groups have formed on 
occasion to provide input to Sea Change on 
important issues, such as the recent review of 
conditions of service for Australian Defence 
Force members who have shared parental 
responsibility and superannuation.
The information provided by FGs is used 
by the Sea Change program and those 
responsible for implementing initiatives for a 
number of purposes, including:

■  Monitoring the success of the initiative;
■  Identifying issues that may not be readily 

apparent;
■  Seeking alternative ways of doing 

something; and
■  Providing an informal quality control 

function.

Each FG member seeks out community 
views on the matter being considered and 
they collectively agree on the response most 
appropriate to the issue being addressed. 
This view is then forwarded to Sea Change 
for consolidation into a comprehensive Sea 
Change response. The amount and quality 
o f information provided by the focus groups 
into the recent review o f the entitlements for 
members with dependents (unaccompanied) 
was influential in creating a significantly 
better outcome for Navy members and their 
families.

Individual feedback
Individual views from members can be 
forwarded separately as feedback either 
via e-mail to navy.scit@defence.gov.au or 
through the Sea Change implementation 
management and reporting system 
(SCIMARS) database at http://navy.defence. 
gov.au/SCIMARS/index.asp or from 
members, family or just an interested person, 
via the internet at http://www.navy.gov.au/ 
npo/seachange

When addressing an issue, it is essential that 
both individual and community feedback 
are considered. This will provide decision 
makers with a balanced understanding o f the 
issues and offer the best opportunity to make 
an informed decision.
So if you have a burning issue you want to 
find out more about or to make a suggestion, 
find someone in your local area who is a 
member o f a focus group, form your own 
focus group or get onto the SCIMARS 
database. There is heaps of information on 
the SCIMARS database as well as Navy 
People Central, so take the time to have a 
look at what is there.

CHANGE
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CHANCE

Why don’t I get regular 
emails from sea?

By CMDR Murray Smith and LCDR 
Annette Nelson, S 0 2 -S C IT

Apart from the obvious answer that a 
sailor might not have sent an email in the 
first place, here is an explanation of why 
personal communication at sea is not as 
regular as the service you get via your home 
computer.

The environment at sea is particularly 
hostile for internet communication.

In your home, you might have one or two 
computers accessing the net via a broadband 
over a wire, into a static network managed 
by a very large team of IT professionals such 
as Telstra.

At sea you might have 50 users all trying 
to send information ashore at the one time 
over a much thinner and more unreliable 
bearer. Currently, the best that a ship can 
provide is only 25 per cent o f the home 
computer capacity and speed.

Over this, the CIS team usually pass three 
networks which may mean that the rest of 
the ship might be allocated only six per 
cent of the home computer capability for 
everything that comes from the ship.

Ships also pitch and roll, manoeuvre 
violently, and use complex cryptographic 
systems. Consequently, maintaining a 
continuous flow of information can be 
difficult.

Survey motor launches and landing craft 
get e-mail over an even smaller bandwidth
- 0.4 per cent o f the home computer, due to 
the older system fitted.

We are talking about lots o f users and 
less than normal dial up connections - very 
different from the average users’ home 
experience. This is why e-mail attachments, 
such as photos, are limited.

If you want to send photos, it is better to 
bum them on to a disc and send it through 
‘snail mail’.

In this way you can send video clips o f the 
children, images of the problems with the 
house that are on the long list o f things to be 
fixed when the ship returns and the remains 
o f the new shoes after the new puppy has 
chewed them. They can then be watched 
over and over again.

But things are changing for the better.

One o f the aims o f Sea Change is to 
improve private communication within the 
RAN as we recognise it is important for 
families to keep in touch on a regular basis.

A number of new projects promise 
significant advances in the near term.

Bandwidth is set to improve and ships can 
expect to be permanently connected in the 
future.

The number of terminals onboard are 
also growing steadily, easing access issues. 
However, it takes time, and unfortunately it 
is unlikely to ever be as fast, reliable, rich 
or unfettered as your experience with your 
home computer, or indeed the office system 
ashore.

Remember though, that the people in your 
CIS department onboard are doing their best 
to deliver is the best service possible within 
fairly extreme technical constraints.
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So what’s the plan PO?
By Petty Officer Michelle Barker
The Directorate of Sailors’ Career 
Management (DSCM) has recently invited 
all petty officers to submit five year career 
plan (FYCP) proposals to their respective 
career managers as part of a Chief of Navy, 
Sea Change initiative.

It describes the intended employment 
locality, sea service and career advancement 
of the member for a period o f up to five 
years.

The aim of a FYCP is to provide sailors and 
their families with an opportunity for greater 
involvement in the future direction and 
management of their careers, and to afford 
them a greater degree o f certainty about 
geographic location of employment.

A FYCP is not an employment contract as 
it is noted both the members’ circumstances 
and service requirements will change over 
time.
“The FYCP is an ideal opportunity for 
sailors to shape their career plans in 
consultation with their families and career 
managers,” said the Director General of 
Navy Personnel and Training, CDRE Nigel 
Coates, “including the important aspect, for 
members and their families, o f where they 
work

A FYCP will be generated and maintained 
for each sailor, and they are encouraged to 
describe their career aspirations in the form 
of a FYCP proposal.
Once endorsed by the career manager, the 
plan becomes the basis for formulation 
of posting intentions. Where a sailor 
is temporarily unable to meet service 
obligations, the career manager will work 
with the sailor and divisional staff to develop 
a suitable FYCP.

Warrant officers and chief petty officers 
were invited to submit FYCPs in December

POATV Aaron Taylor and DSCM career 
manager CPOATA Paul Wetherspoon

2005, and junior sailors are likely to begin 
submitting their proposals from this July. 
DSCM recommends junior sailors start 
looking at the FYCP concept and talking 
with their families and career manager about 
the five year plan so they are ready when 
submissions are called for in the second half 
o f this year.
While the career manager in DSCM is 
responsible for endorsement o f the FYCP- 
staff can provide assistance at local career 
management cells in Cairns, Darwin, Fleet 
Bases East and West, and in Canberra.

FYCP proposals can be generated using the 
form on Navy People Central, accessed via 
the Defence intranet’s PMKeys Self Service 
at http://pmkportal.dcb.defence.gov.au/psp/ 
pkdsspl/?cmd=login and the associated 
tutorial.
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‘HAVE A GO’ - adventure 
training by DSCM FBW
By CPOWTR Mark Ferrell
Seven members of the Directorate of Sailors’ 
Career Management (DSCM) at Fleet 
Base West (FBW) completed adventure 
training(AT) in Busselton (WA) with the 
help o f two AT members from HMAS 
Stirling.
The FBW group exuded a “have a go 
attitude” as they participated in mountain 
bike riding, bushwalking and orienteering 
over an extremely busy two day period.
“The adventure training trip has been 

an excellent morale and team building 
experience, providing excellent stress relief 
and health benefits,” said WO Richard 
Elsom
Day one saw the group depart HMAS 
Stirling in fine weather conditions. On 
arrival at Busselton a safety and activity 
brief was conducted.
Accommodation was three two-bedroom 
units in the Navy-owned Amblin caravan 
park. The park is located right on the 
beach and provided the ideal base for our 
adventure training program.
Shortly after arrival the group headed off on 
a 20 kilometre bike ride to get events going. 
The pace of the ride was varied with one 
o f the AT staff leading a small group at a 
quickened pace while some members of the 
group and another AT staff member were 
content to take things that little bit slower 
with all riders only pushed to their comfort 
and ability. With the temperature a warm 
32 degrees, drink bottles were getting plenty 
o f use.
After the ride the group headed down to 
the beach for some group games and a well 
deserved cooling swim.
Dinner that evening was a chicken salad,

(L to R) back, WOCSM Richard Elsom (OIC 
DSCM FBW), ABCSO Morgana Salabert, 
CPOWTR Mark Ferrell, CPOMT Mike Burrows, 
CPOCSM Tim Callister, LSWTR Michelle 
Lapsley and CPOCIS Lennie Marshall.

with the group using the event to promote 
not only exercise, but also a healthy diet. 
After dinner a ‘Bocce’ tournament was 
conducted. This event provided plenty of 
laughs with all enjoying a cool drink and a 
chance to recharge the batteries.
Day 2 saw the group awake and ready for 
more adventure before sunup. Breakfast 
o f cereal and fruit and provided the group 
with plenty o f fuel for the programmed 12 
kilometre bushwalk.
The walk was conducted in the very 
beautiful but very wild Cape Naturaliste 
National park.
At the end of the day staff were left feeling 
somewhat tired but very proud of their 
achievements with some excess kilograms 
lost and fitness levels improved.
Overall the aims o f our adventure Training: 
team building, trust and camaraderie were 
easily met.
A special thanks was passed to the AT cell 
staff who excelled in their role and were 
instrumental to the overall success of the 
event.
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Escape to the Top End 
for a top posting
Story and pics by LSPH Helen 
Frank and CMDR Stu Wheeler

Want to escape the rat race? Then maybe 
you should consider a posting to HMAS 
Coonawarra in Darwin.

Darwin is a booming city with a population 
approaching 100,000. In fact, in terms 
of people, it’s not much bigger than 
Rockingham.

Although the city is compact, it is has been 
designed for shopping and entertainment.

The surrounding leafy suburbs, which 
boast some excellent Defence married 
quarters, are all within a short drive from the 
base.

No matter where you live, whether in 
town, the suburbs, or the nearby city of 
Palmerston, Darwin is a 20 minute city: peak 
hour traffic runs for 20 minutes; it takes 20 
minutes to travel from one side of town to 
the other, and it takes 20 minutes to leave!

With almost 10 percent of Darwin’s 
population in Defence, the city also has the 
most youthful population in Australia.

Its warm, tropical environment creates a 
laid back atmosphere, where people can 
take the time to relax and enjoy the vibrant 
tropical sunsets, the colourful weekend and 
evening markets, and fish the harbour for a 
barramundi. Being almost eight times the 
size o f Sydney Harbour, there’s no shortage 
of places in Darwin Harbour to escape and 
fish your very own creek or estuary.

Darwin lies a mere 12 degrees below the 
Equator, which means there are two seasons
- the wet and the dry.

The wet is hot and wet and the dry is hot 
and dry, and there’s not much in between. 
The wet season begins in October and 
brings weather conditions that are unlike 
most places in Australia. After a few weeks 
of ‘the build-up’, usually in November and 
December, the heavens open and it rains like 
you can’t believe.

During the months of December through 
March, Darwin experiences some serious 
rain, together with the most highly charged 
electrical storms. It’s no wonder Darwin 
records the most lightning strikes in 
Australia.

Imagine telling the family ‘down south’
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that last month you had Sydney’s annual 
rainfall! Although the days (and nights) are 
humid and the temperature hovers around 
30 degrees all the time, the dramatic storms, 
the spectacular lightning and thunder makes 
the wet an exciting time. As Darwin’s water 
supply overflows (again), it’s hard to believe 
the rest of Australia is in a crippling drought.

Within days o f the last rain, the onset of 
the dry season is very quick. The humidity 
plummets, evening temperatures drop by 10 
degrees and the cool south-east trade winds 
blow all day and into the night.

The dry officially starts in May and is 
the time when every one travels north. A

steady procession o f caravans, campers, 
backpackers and overseas tourists descend 
on Darwin, swelling the population with 
visitors. It’s no wonder really because the 
dry season weather is simply ‘tropical 
paradise’.

You can plan a BBQ years in advance, 
knowing it will be perfect weather!! The 
famous Mindil Beach night markets, the 
colourful Saturday morning Parap markets 
and the many outdoor restaurants, clubs and 
street bars are brimming with live music, 
great Asian and local food and ice cold beer. 
The most multicultural city in Australia truly 
comes alive in the dry and really ‘goes off’ 
at night.
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HMAS Coonawarra is located within 
the Larrakeyah Defence Precinct, only two 
kilometres from Darwin city centre. As the 
fleet support base for 10 new Armidale class 
patrol boats and two heavy landing craft, 
Coonawarra has prime location, overlooking 
Darwin Harbour. The base has it all - terrific 
sunrises and sunsets, a front row seat for 
thunderstorms, the sea-breeze and great 
fishing off our very own breakwater.

Coonawarra is an operational base that 
provides various capabilities to our Naval 
fleet. Our job is to support ships and the 
people who crew them and with Operation 
Resolute in full swing, there isn’t much time 
to do anything else.

Darwin is the gateway to our northern 
neighbours, and the logistic hub from 
where the Navy conducts border protection 
operations.

Coonawarra also plays host to major RAN 
and multi-national exercises and operations 
involving around 80 visiting Australian and 
foreign major warships annually.

About 550 Navy personnel are based in 
Darwin, with about half this number posted 
to seagoing units, like the Armidale patrol 
boats. Other personnel are posted to HMAS 
Coonawarra, either as base support staff 
(PTI, NPC, WTR, BM, CK, SN, STD,
MED, DEN, PHOT) or to a lodger unit 
o f Coonawarra, such as the Navy Patrol 
Boat Group (FEG), the Fleet Support Unit 
(ex-FIMA Darwin), the Port Services 
organisation, the Navy Training Unit, 
FISSO-North or to Shoal Bay Receiving 
Station.

A number o f sailors posted to the Top End 
find themselves wanting to return to the 
cooler, less remote bases in the south.

Leading Seaman Cook Corbin Dingle, 
from Attack 5, is on his second posting to 
Darwin.

“I love the laid back lifestyle and the 
camping and fishing,” he said. “I also prefer 
small boats to major fleet units.”

LSCK Dingle said also that the remote 
locality leave travel entitlement was a great 
scheme and a bonus for living in Darwin, 
as this allowed his family to enjoy two fully 
paid holidays each year.

So, with another chilly winter just about on 
us, what are you waiting for?

Call your career manager today about a 
posting that may be the most fulfilling and 
exciting challenge in your career.

As they say, you’ll never know if you never 
go-
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Dawn over Darwin Harbour: Darm n Harbour is  th ejew el in the city’s crown and provides spectacular sunrises and sunsets.
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Survey of officers 
development program
By Annie Gasey
Officers have given their opinion of the 
Navy Officer Development Program 
(NODP) in a survey into the participation in 
the program.

Sponsored by Director General Navy 
Personnel and Training, CDRE Nigel 
Coates, the report has revealed participants 
endorsed the program, aimed at assisting 
Naval officers below the rank of Captain, 
with career goals and planning, combined 
with professional and personal development. 

Most participants heard about the NODP 
through “word o f mouth” and from PQ 
sponsor group emails.

I interviewed LEUT Jodie Wilkinson a 
participant about her experiences.

“The confirmation of thoughts and feelings 
is the most powerful thing I received from 
it,” she said.

Jodie’s first contact with the NODP was in 
September 2004. She was at sea for the next 
two years but, during this time, remained 
in contact with her coach via email and 
telephone.

For Jodie, one of the advantages of being 
involved was having the opportunity to look 
at her challenges with a trained coach, and 
establish workable solutions.

Once ashore she took the opportunity 
to contact a mentor for personal and 
professional development (while she was at 
sea she used her immediate supervisor as a 
mentor).
In choosing a mentor Jodie said it was 
important to feel comfortable.

“Amongst other things, sometimes it’s 
necessary to reveal weaknesses and you 
need to trust the person,” she said, “but there 
is a pool o f mentors from whom you can 
choose.”

A personal goal which Jodie’s mentor 
assisted with was her identified need for 
leave. She was unsure o f how to achieve 
this within her current demanding work 
circumstances. The mentors’ better 
knowledge of Navy practices and procedures 
enabled her to suggest different options for 
Jodie to take to gain leave, and in due course 
she was successful.

The evaluation of the NODP was conducted 
by the Directorate of Strategic Personnel 
Planning and Research.The survey involved 
18 participants responding to a questionnaire 
on topics ranging from the quality of the 
outcomes for the participant through to the 
availability of the coaches and mentors and 
whether expectations had been met.

Sixteen of the 17 respondents said their 
contact with their coach had helped them 
achieve their desired outcomes. One 
participant said: “Despite constraints caused 
by being located on the opposite side of the 
country, I found there were no problems 
contacting or approaching my coach.”
The survey revealed that, although only 
about half o f participants made regular 
contact with (a choice of) mentors, when 
they did more than 80 per cent reported 
mentors helped them achieve their desired 
outcomes.

Some o f the reasons participants gave for 
not contacting mentors included ‘not feeling 
comfortable’ about doing so depending
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Another positive function 
o f the mentor is they 
can provide a current 
perspective and information 
on specific career practices, 
policy and regulations.

The NODP is intended for 
officers wishing to progess 
their careers. It enhances 
rather than conflicts with 
the chain o f command.

A similar program for 
sailors is being developed 
and due to start later in the 
year.

Cl {Royal tett&c ta tfie editor
A Mr G. Parker has called into question a banner that read ‘Happy 106th birthday Royal 
Australian Navy’ on the centrespread of the Autumn edition of SeaTalk.

He says: I was a serving member o f  the Royal Australian Navy fo r  a number o f  years and 
was fortunate enough to be serving at the time o f  the 75th Anniversary celebrations in 1986. 
My own recollection o f  the history o f  the service was that it was formally established by 
Royal Decree by King George V on 10th July 1911, a fa c t borne out on the web site. Imagine 
my dismay to read the Autumn 2007 edition o f  SeaTalk to see that the 106th birthday o f  the 
Service was celebrated under the heading ‘Happy 106th birthday Royal Australian N avy’.

Would you not agree, perhaps the use o f  the term ‘R oyal’was most inappropriate on this 
occasion? ”
Thank you for drawing this to my attention Mr Parker. According to one reference: “During 
the period before Federation, each o f the six Australian colonies operated their own colonial 
naval force; these amalgamated in 1901 as the Commonwealth Naval Force. The Royal 
Australian Navy (RAN) was established in 1911, and in 1913 the fleet steamed through 
Sydney Heads for the first time.”

I notice from the text of the story that what we were celebrating on March 1 was the 
‘foundation’ o f the Royal Australian Navy -  even though service didn’t bear the appellation 
‘Royal’ until 1911.
No I don’t agree that the use of ‘Royal’ was inappropriate -  there was a reshuffle o f the 
Royals and it just took a few years for a monarch to get around to ‘naming the baby’. -  Ed.

LEUT Jodied Wilkinson with career coach Rod Robinson Photo by 
ABPH Yuri Ramsey.

on whether already acquainted or not, 
‘availability of the mentor’, ‘satisfied with 
the coach’s perspective and therefore not 
needing to go further’ while one student 
said: “I selected each mentor based on 
the issue being discussed and their skills/ 
experience; this was to ensure I obtained 
various viewpoints.”

To become a participant in the voluntary 
program email details to navyofficerdeve 
lopmentprogram@defence.gov.au or for 
more info visit the Intranet at http://intranet. 
defence.gov.auau/navyweb/sites/DNWM/ 
and follow the links to Navy mentoring.
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Building the 
Navy’s future

By WO Mark Monaghan -  Command 
Warrant Officer Recruit School

Do you want a job  that provides a very 
high level o f  job satisfaction?

Looking to expand you leadership and 
management skills?

Always wanted to be part o f  the future o f  
the Navy?

The RAN Recruit School is where you 
can get the answers to all these questions.
As a member o f the training staff you will 
gain a wide range o f valuable skills that will 
assist you for the rest o f your career.

Looks a lot like a job advertisement 
doesn’t it? Well that’s because it is and I am 
keen to gain the Navy’s best to do the best 
job in the Navy.

Why would you want to come to Recruit 
School? I can give you an example from my 
own experience.

J joined the RAN in January 1979 from 
Queensland. Arriving at Recruit School at 
the height o f a Victorian summer, I found it 
a bit cold and dreary, but I pressed on and 
passed the course; then proceeded to do my 
category training. From then on I had a 
number o f postings but in 1989 1 was offered 
a position as an instructor at the Recruit 
School.

I took up the job with a fair bit of 
resignation but soon found, unlike my 
previous postings, this was something 
completely different. The weather was not

always the best; - HMAS Cerberus is a bit 
o f a distance from anywhere; there was a lot 
o f extra hours required; the recruits where 
not like what I thought I was like when 
1 joined; and I had to learn how to teach 
people such things as washing, ironing, 
cleaning, marching, marks of respect, team 
work, co-operation, etc.

Once I had honed my instructor skills I 
started with a group o f 20-plus recruits with 
little in common with myself and their peers.

I had 12 weeks to get them to the point 
where they could marched onto parade as a 
well disciplined, proud and enthusiastic new 
member o f the RAN.

It is not an easy thing to do. There were 
times of great frustration and yet other 
times o f great fun. The task was hard both 
physically and mentally but the personal 
rewards where high.

As an instructor, I was a mentor for every 
recruit not just my own class and I had to 
demonstrate the Navy values at all times.
I understood the importance of my role as 
an instructor and so did all those that where 
serving at the school with me.

The process o f moulding people from 
being a civilian to someone who can take 
their first steps towards being a sailor 
gave me a great deal of self pride and job 
satisfaction. My time spent as an instructor 
remains one o f the major highlights o f my 
career.

During the second half of 2006 the 
opportunity arose for me to apply for the
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A recent Recruit School passing out parade at HMAS Cerberus. Pic by ABPH Nina Nikolin

position as the Command Warrant Officer 
of Recruit School and I believed that my 
previous experiences at Recruit School had 
prepared me very well for this important and 
challenging role.

I was selected from a very strong field 
of fellow warrant officers and in January 
o f this year I took up my position. I came 
to the school knowing that there have been 
many changes since I had been an instructor. 
I also knew that I was becoming part of 
the exceptional team that provides a superb 
service to our Navy.

I soon found that although there had been 
some changes to the method o f delivering 
training the task its self had not changed.
The instructors and staff continued to lay 
the keel for the future o f our navy and the 
training provided to recruits builds the 
foundation for our sailors.

The training principles that I experienced

as a recruit, delivered as an instructor 
and now assist staff in providing have not 
changed. We continue to instil the Navy’s 
values that are the strength o f our serving 
members.

The quality o f the people that are willing 
to join our Navy remains some o f the best 
that our nation can provide. Their mindset 
may be different to when we joined but we 
here at the school provide the first step in 
their future career. They leave the school 
full of pride in their achievement in passing 
their first test on the way to being a trained 
profession in the service o f their country.

So if you feel that want to be part o f this 
fantastic team then complete an EPAR and 
forward it to your career manager, talk to 
your local career management cell, visit our 
intranet site at http://intranet.defence.gov. 
au/navyweb/Sites/RecruitSchool/, Email: 
CPR CWO RS@defence.gov.au or Phone: 
03 5950 7734.
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Advanced promotion scheme - 
HMAS Harman greets one of the first

By LCDR Antony Underwood
POCIS John Tootell became one of the early 
beneficiaries o f the Navy’s new advanced 
promotion scheme when he was made 
up from leading hand at a recent HMAS 
Harman captain’s table.
Under the new scheme, highly suitable and 
motivated sailors can be promoted without 
serving the mandatory ‘time in rank’ -  a 
minimum o f four years, as it has been, for 
promotion from LS to PO.
PO Tootell’s promotion led a total o f eight 
promotions, ranging from leading seaman to 
seaman, confirmed with presentations by CO 
HMAS Harman, CMDR NickYouseman on 
May 31.
“This is a very happy day and a special 
occasion in the lives and careers of the 
eight people standing before me,” CMDR 
Youseman said.
He told PO Tootell that the transition from 
junior to senior sailor was ‘a significant 
milestone in your career’.
“Your duties will substantially increase and 
subsequently will influence the discipline, 
efficiency and overall morale of not only 
your subordinates but the RAN as a whole,” 
he said. “Petty officers are members o f the 
company o f senior sailors and are promoted

on merit through their proven possession of 
a high degree o f professional knowledge and 
leadership qualities.”
PO Tootell had a head start as a candidate 
for advanced promotion - ‘deemed ready 
without seniority’.
He first joined the RAN in June 1987 as 
a signalman and discharged in 1995 after 
serving as a leading seaman for four years.
In 2002 POCIS Tootell rejoined the RAN as 
a recruit, communication and information 
systems operator (the successor to the 
signalman and radio operator categories). 
Fast-tracked through RAN Communications 
School at HMAS Cerberus to meet the 
manning requirements o f the fleet, PO 
Tootell was posted to HMAS Success.
He was awarded 18 months seniority on 
promotion to AB because of his previous 
service as an LS.
He’d been a killick for ‘two and a bit years’ 
when he received his most recent posting.
“I really enjoy the work at DEFCAMSAUS 
here in Canberra,” he said after receiving his 
certificate of promotion.

•  (Above) OPSWO DEFCAMSAUS WOCIS 
David Hellier (I) and CO HMAS Harman 
CMDR Nick Youseman help POCIS John 
Tootell with his new soft rank insignia. Pic by 
POPH David Connolly
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One o f the latest initiatives being rolled 
out under the Government recruiting and 
retention reform is the individual retention 
bonus (IRB) scheme which targets 

individuals and positions where the loss of 
skills, or not filling a high priority position, 
will have a detrimental impact on capability, 
training or operations.

The Chief o f Navy, VADM Russ Shalders, 
AO, CSC, RAN has approved a number of 
high priority work groups for inclusion in 
this scheme.

And the Director General Navy Personnel 
and Training, CDRE Nigel Coates, said: “We 
recognise there may be other work groups 
also suitable for inclusion in this scheme and 
these groups will be considered for addition 
on a regular basis throughout the life of the 
scheme.”
Personnel in the following groups will be 
offered a bonus in return for undertaking to 
serve for an additional two years:

■  AB/LS CK SM (in receipt o f submarine 
service allowance);

■  LS/PO MT holding either proficiency 
P000640 (FFH endorsed ERWC) or 
proficiency P 101743 (FFH endorsed 
MSM); and

■  AB/LS MED who hold proficiency 
P000789 (underwater medicine).

Personnel undertaking the following 
courses will be offered a bonus to be paid 
on successful completion of the course in 
return for agreeing to serve for two years 
in a position determined by the Directorate

LEUT Simon Dickfos checks charts on exercise 
with HMAS Rankin personnel. Pic by LSPH 
Joanne Edwards

of Navy Officers’ Postings (DNOP) after 
successful completion of the course:

■  PWO courses 1/07 and 2/07;

■  SMWO courses 2006 and 20; and07

■  Long N courses 1/07 and 2/07.

Offers will be made to eligible members by 
DNOP and the Directorate o f Sailors’ Career 
Management (DSCM). If you believe you 
are eligible for an IRB and have not been 
contacted then contact your career manager. 

A few features of the IRB are detailed below 
and FAQ information is also available at 
the career information section of the Navy 
People Central website.

Members of the targeted groups in receipt

Individual retention 
bonuses (IRBs)
By Annie Casey
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HMAS Rankin personnel training in the submarine simulator at the Submarine Training and 
Systems Centre. Pic by LSPH Joanne Edwards

o f an existing critical category retention 
bonus - specifically the MT critical category 
retention bonus and the seaman officer 
completion bonus - may be offered an 1RB. 
But they will need to choose between: a) 
exiting their existing scheme on a pro-rata 
basis to begin service under the IRB scheme 
immediately, or b) continuing to serve out 
their agreed period o f service under their 
existing scheme and start service under the 
IRB after that.

If you transfer category?
The purpose o f the bonus is to retain you in 
your current critical work group, so if  you 
voluntarily transfer category before the two 
year period o f service is completed you will 
be required to repay the bonus payment on 
a pro-rata basis. If the transfer of category 
is initiated by the Navy, i.e. you are directed 
to transfer before the two year period is 
completed, you will be entitled to retain 
bonus payment so long as you finish your 
required period o f service.

Personnel on deployment?
Every effort is being made to help eligible

members to take up the IRB wherever 
they are serving. If you are deployed 
you still have 28 days after returning to 
Australia to respond to the offer. DGNPT 
also has authority to extend that period 
taking into account the members individual 
circumstances.

Financial advice
Individuals considering accepting a bonus of 
any form should seek professional financial 
advice to determine the individual effect on 
taxation, family assistance or child support 
payments.

There is only one situation where the bonus 
will be tax exempt. Members who accept 
the offer and are paid the bonus while 
deployed under warlike conditions (s.23AD 
o f the ITAA 1936) of service will receive the 
bonus exempt from income tax. In all other 
situations the bonus will be taxed as normal 
pay and allowances.

For more information and a comparison 
o f the value o f your current salary and 
conditions o f service package can be made 
using ‘Compare your package’ at http:// 
aurora.cbr.defence.gov.au/cypmain.htm
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At Albatross: SNAPS 
captures students’ attention
Being winched from a pool, dressed in 
flight suit, life vest and helmet while being 
sprayed with water isn’t part o f the usual 
work experience routine but it’s a definite 
highlight of an exciting and innovative 
workplace learning initiative developed by 
Training Authority Aviation (TAAVN) at 
HMAS Albatross.
Students involved in the Shoalhaven Naval 
Aviation Prospects Scheme (SNAPs)

can participate in one of the three programs: 
M  The school visit scheme (SVS);

■  School leadership scheme (SLS) and

■  The adopt a school scheme (AASS).

SVS consists o f an adventure filled day 
which includes piloting the Sea King 
simulator and sea survivability drills in the 
Helicopter Underwater Escape Centre.

AASS is a collaborative project with 
Shoalhaven Workplace Learning Program 
which includes 10 weeks o f practical 
training in either aircrew or engineering 
streams.
And the SLS which provides training to 
local students who have been identified as 
having leadership potential. These students 
are also given a brief by Defence Force 
Recruiting that includes mock interviews.

SNAPS is coordinated by LEUT Richard 
Foster o f TA AVN.

“The program has three key objectives,” he 
said, to ensure the students’ experience 
is as hands on and meaningful as possible, 
to encourage local students to consider 
a career in naval aviation, and finally to 
provide a service to the local community 
through leadership training and interview 
techniques.”

David King from Bomaderry High School 
takes the controls o f  the Sea King Simulator at 
HMAS ALBATROSS Pic by ABPH Craig Owen

TA AVN critiques each student on the 
completion of the day’s activity to gauge 
the success of the respective program 
and finetune the program if required. The 
feedback so far has been overwhelmingly 
positive with more than 90 per cent of 
attendees indicating they are considering a 
career in the RAN on completion o f higher 
school education or university.

Participants comments range from “ I 
enjoyed interacting with the different 
schools and developing my leadership and 
communication skills” and “It was great 
going behind the scenes and getting to fly 
the Sea King simulator” to “I liked the 
pool”. Proud mums and dads have also
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contacted the coordinators and thanked them 
for providing “an amazing day”.

SNAPS relies on a close relationship 
with Defence Force Recruiting (DFR), in 
particular DFR Wollongong who support the 
SLS by providing the students with advice 
on the defence application process.

LCDR Adrian Lister of DFR NSW sees 
the SNAPS program as ‘An excellent 
opportunity for participating young adults to 
educate themselves about Defence careers, 
while developing service knowledge and 
leadership skills’. “The program will also 
develop and enhance the already strong 
relationships between the RAN Fleet Air 
Arm and local schools and careers advisors,” 
He said.

More than 270 local students will 
participate in 2007 and the initiative has 
been so successful that demand exceeds 
places available.
The Aircrew Training Continuum 
Coordinator at TA AVN, LCDR Daryl 
Robinson, intends to widen the scope 
of SNAPS considerably through the 
acquisition o f a dedicated SNAPS van.

The van will be painted in ‘Fly Navy’ 
livery and equipped with two mobile 
basic flight simulators to used for 
dedicated school visits, careers expo’s, 
fetes, and air-shows. SNAPS is currently

limited to the Shoalhaven and 
Southern Highlands regions, however, 
with the SNAPS van, the ‘sky is the 
limit’ for such an innovative program.

Further details o f the SNAPS program 
are available from LCDR Daryl 
Robinson on (02) 44241945 or LEUT 
Richard Foster on (02) 44242653.

(Left) Year 11 students back row -(I to 
r) Paul Ell, Lars Hargraves, Branden 
Joyce, Matt Mousey, Matt Allen, Steve 
DassettFront Row - (L to R) Whitney 
Hadden, Kirsty Bragg, Amanda 
Kilpatrick, Jessie Hales and Kelly 
Ingram.
(Below) The students checked out the 
equipment at the HMAS Albatross gym 
(Bottom) All in the life raft. The students 
get instruction on survival at sea 
techniques from Mr Kym Burrell.
Pics by Able Seaman Craig Owen
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Defence Families of Australia
Defence Families o f  Australia (DFA) is a group form ed to represent the views o f  Defence 
families. Its aim is to improve the quality o f  life fo r  Defence fam ilies by providing  
a recognised forum  fo r  their views and by reporting, making recommendations and 
influencing policy that directly affects families. ADF fam ilies can contact DFA to represent 
them regarding an individual situation or to advocate an issue concerning many families.

From the National Convenor
I am finding the allocated 24 hours a week 
as national convenor is consumed very 
quickly as DFA continues to provide timely 
and important feedback into Defence and 
its service providers. I have met with 
Minister Assisting, CDF, Chief of Navy, 
Chief o f Army and Chief of 
Air Force as well as senior 
Defence policy-makers and 
Defence stakeholders.
Your nine volunteer 
national delegates 
have been working 
hard to present 
regional issues and 
trends affecting 
ADF families and I 
thank them for their 
continued commitment 
and passion.
In my first few months of 
convenor I have endeavoured 
to continue the great Samh Hobden.Munro with  husband
relationships that Maureen Stephen and daughters. 
had established and also 
look at what unique skills I can bring to the 
role and organisation.

delegate for Victoria/Tasmania with 
DFA. My husband has been in the Air 
Force for around 25 years and this is our 
first posting away from Williamtown, NSW. 
Victoria is a fabulous place to live although 
I’m yet to experience my first winter here! 
The lifestyle is relaxed and everyone is so 

incredibly friendly. If you wish to 
discuss any matters regarding 

our local community or your 
family please contact me 

at vic.tas@dfa.org.au or 
visit our web site.

DFA also needs to review, adapt and change 
to assist and accurately represent the modern 
Defence family. A focus o f my time as 
national convenor will be improving how 
families receive and access Defence and 
relevant community based information

Welcome to new national delegates
National delegate for Vict/Tas

My name is Debbie Jeffrey and I’m really 
pleased to be appointed as the national

Hunter Nth NSW  
region

My name is Sarah 
Hobden-Munro. I 
am the new national 

delegate for DFA for 
Hunter/Nth New South 

Wales. My husband 
has been in the Air 

Force for 17 years and 
we have two wonderful 
children, my step-daughter 

Michaela, 12, and our daughter Claudia,
4. We have been fortunate in our Defence 
posting life with only one remote locality 
posting away to Tindal, NT and back 
again to Williamtown, NSW. My working 
background is in the community services 
sector, as a counsellor and women’s support 
worker. In the coming months I hope 
to meet as many Defence families in the 
region as possible so I can represent them 
on issues that may affect us all at one time 
or another, nth.nsw@dfa.org.au or visit our 
web site.
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2007 DFA annual conference
By the time you read this we will have had 
our annual conference in Canberra, (June 
18-22) and this year’s theme is ‘Absent 
from hom e’. The DFA executive committee 
meets once a year to discuss current issue’s 
affecting Defence families and to be briefed 
by Defence personnel and stakeholder 
organisations on issues and policies. The 
Committee makes recommendations, if 
required, to Defence and the Minister as an 
outcome from conference.

Our national delegates were very busy 
holding pre-conference regional meetings to 
get your feedback on the issues you would 
like to see raised at conference.

Some o f the issues placed on the agenda 
include:

■  Child care expansion program

■  Family support funding advisory 
committee

■  Defence Housing Australia advisory 
committee- DFA’s role

■  New housing classification policy

■  Superannuation review

■  Deployment, relocations and housing 
support

■  Education assistance review

■  Support to community groups and houses

We hope to have the conference minutes 
available on our website in the weeks 
following. Our NDs will also be holding 
post-conference meetings in each o f our 
regions and you are welcome to come along 
to be briefed and to discuss the outcomes 
o f our week. Regional meeting dates 
and venues will be made available on our 
website.

National Families Week
National Families Week is an annual event 
to celebrate the importance o f families. This 
year’s slogan was “FITT Families -  Families 
investing in times together44. Defence 
Community Organisation (DCO) hosted

a number o f family fun days for Defence 
families in regions across Australia. Events 
like these provide a great opportunity for 
Defence families to get together, support 
each other, build important networks and 
create a sense o f community.
DFA secured sponsorship from Defence 
Health who generously donated $5,000 
towards activities during National Families 
Week held in the period May 13-20..
On behalf of Defence Families I would like 
to thank Defence Health for their support 
for a second year running of this important 
week. DFA has worked closely with 
DCO to assist with the national activities 
associated with the week. This DFA support 
has been made possible by the generous 
sponsorship of Defence Health.

Support
Families can show support for our goals 
of representing their needs by subscribing 
to our family information network. Please 
take a few minutes to enter your details on 
our web site www.dfa.org.au/subscribe. 
php. You will receive quarterly DFA news 
bulletins updating you on DFA activities 
and contribute to being a ‘voice for Defence 
Families’.

Nothing will improve for my fam ily or future 
AD F fam ilies i f  I  do not provide feedback - 
Navy Spouse -  WA

How can you be involved in DFA?
If you are interested in learning more about 
volunteering with DFA or becoming a senior 
representative for your area, please contact 
your local national delegate or check out our 
website.
For more information about DFA please visit 
our website www.dfa.org.au or call 1800 100 
509

N i c o l e  Q u u m
National Convenor 
CP2-1-1 1 
Dept, o f Defence 
Canberra ACT 2600 
convenor@dfa .org.au
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By ABHSO Shaun ‘Bear’ Godley
Kiaora, and G ’day from the land of the long 
white cloud where there are 12.6 sheep for 
every person. That’s right - this report is 
coming to you from New Zealand, where 
for last few months the Navy participants 
o f Anzac exchange have been working hard 
to ensure the bonds that form the Anzac 
tradition are celebrated and strengthened 
with our New Zealand cousins.
The Anzac Exchange is an annual short
term individual exchange between the ADF 
and the NZDF. It is designed to broaden 
the experience and professional knowledge 
o f all involved, while promoting continued 
cooperation between the participating ^  
defence forces through exposure to othec' \  
cultures, procedures, equipment and f  
personnel. J
As the end o f the exchange fast approaches 
LSWTR Jackie Newton, LSMUSjfason 
Campbell, LSSTD Nataleen L ocw er and I 
got together to answer a few questions.

You have been working wpn the 
RNZN for the last few .maths where 
have you been postefjrto ? /
Nat: Well I have bgefrposted to the «>
HMNZS Philofftel wardroom where 
to enjoy pj6turesque views o f the Auckland 
skyline.,/ /

Bean/V e have all been posted to/similar 
pojraons to what we have in the RAN; 
lwivever instead o f being at sea we have 

J* en  given shore billets, whi^n has seen 
'ffie posted to the hydrographical detached 
»Burvey4.init.

Jackie: niaWb^ejl/pe&ted to NAVPAC 
which isftte writers’ hub. This is where 
the cusSojjjĵ  service centre is situated, the 
overseas cell and everyday paperwork is

processed hWe.

Jason•'^N dyow neck  which is an 
Annex orfllVENZSy^idom el. The band’s 
workplace o u i f o u r  years old. It’s
equipped wiWmanja practice rooms, and a 
rehearsal stuaio. It’s a nig improvement on 
what they haA previousiy 'V ^^^ y S  v-

How have yfrm found the RNfflf? f
Jackie: I ha re  found the people that I w ort 
with very easy to get along with as a rv l§ / 
In gen&fsrHhe people that are in the RNZN 
are friendly and welcoming, v
Jasom'M l the band members have been 
very frienmy'towards me during my 
time on exchange. I think the/RNZN is 

. a well run navy and fairly well equipped 

. considering the/overall population o f NZ, 
fam iiS s£of its/navy. I mink we take it 
to t  grafted (fafc facilkjtfs and services we 
have in'RAN antUM t we really do things 
very well. When you come to a smaller 
navy such as the RNZN you can get a true 
p ic^ re  o f this.
Nit: from my time working at the 

.✓wardroom there does not appear to be any 
major difference in the way both navies 
conduct day-to-day business.

L'kear: I would have to agree with LSWTR 
Newton - the navies are very similar.

What are the similarities and differences 
between the RAN and the RNZN?
Jason: There are many similarities in the 
way our bands do things - the type of 
jobs they play to and the type of groups 
which are used. But there are also many 
differences - the way that they run school 
concerts or parades. In Australia we are 
more traditional in our running o f things, 
such as using comets on parade and doing 
a more serious type o f school concert
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LSMUSN Jason Campbell marches with the RNZN 
Band on Anzac Day. Pic by CPL Chris Weissenborn
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Naval Reserves
By CAPT Joseph Lukaitis
Director Naval Reserve 
Capability

Active Reserves 
awaiting 
employment
Regular readers o f  this 
colum n will recognise a 
recurring them e w hich is 
the ongoing invitation to 
Reservists to volunteer for 
w ork in the RAN.
For hundreds o f  Reservists 
in the Active Reserve awaiting 
em ploym ent (A RA E) list, there 
is a challenge to mix and m atch 
the right jo b  w ith personal availability. 
G eography is an issue for m any especially 
those living distant from C anberra or the 
Fleet bases. However, there is growing 
flexibility in em ploym ent opportunities 
and conditions especially  for periods o f  
continuous full tim e service.
The new capability  enhancem ent program  
also allows for a high degree o f  future 
em ploym ent planning for those in CEP 
positions. The travel budget in the CEP is 
a key and ongoing feature to help remove 
geographical im pedim ents.
The program  has a specific focus on 
progression and currency training again 
to allow  long term  planning for the 
em ploym ent o f  Reservists and to ensure a 
realistic career path.

New compulsory retirement age
In A pril, M inister for Defence D r Brendan 
N elson announced that the com pulsory 
retirem ent age (CRA ) for Reservists would

be extended to
65 from 60 w ith effect from this 

L  July 1. The PN CRA will also 
be increased by five years 

to 60 from 55. Reservists 
turning 55 betw een April 
and July will be offered 
age extensions.
The M inister also 
announced that the upper 
lim it for age extensions 

for R eservists and PN 
m em bers will be removed. 

The changes apply to all 
three services and will also 

include an increase o f  five years 
in the m axim um  recruiting age.

Are you efficient?
The Defence H onours and Awards new sletter 
recently published the criteria for Naval 
Reserve ‘efficient serv ice’ w hich is the 
m easure for long service m edals. These 
criteria are also used for Defence housing 
loans eligibility.

To be recognised as efficient the num ber o f  
Reserve days a Naval R eservist is required 
to have com pleted in each enlistm ent year is:
■  In the period up to and including O ctober 

28 , 1991 - 12 days per enlistm ent year;
■  From  O ctober 29 , 1991 up to and 

including April 19, 2000 - one day per 
enlistm ent year.

I  From  April 20, 2000 - com pleted 20 days 
per enlistm ent year.

Divers and musicians wanted
The Naval Reserve is recruiting divers and 
m usicians and there are presently vacancies 
for direct entry ‘ab initio’ civilians to jo in  as
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RCTDVR and RCTMUSN.
Diver entrants can apply with no 
previous experience.
M usician applicants m ust be proficient 
instrumentalists.
I f  you know someone in your family, 
at work or a friend who may be a 
potential recruit diver or musician, why 
not encourage them to apply? M embers 
o f  the Navy family are often the best 
recruiters.
Applicants should initially contact 
Defence Recruiting on 131901.

Goorangai papers
LCDR Blair Ussher is the editor o f the 
RANR Professional Studies Program 
Goorangai papers. He is currently looking 
for contributions as he prepares to publish 
the second volume o f papers in 2008.
If you would like to contribute a paper on 
a Maritime/Defence/Reserve or military 
history topic you are invited to send an 
initial email to LCDR Ussher at Blair. 
Ussher@justice.vic.gov.au. Papers should be 
about 1200 words and may include photos 
and diagrams. Goorangai papers can be read 
on the internet at www.navy.gov.au\reserves_ 
new/professionalstudiesprogram.

An indigenous veteran o f just under 22 
years service in the Permanent Navy, Gary 
addressed indigenous veterans and serving 
members o f the Australian Defence Force as 
the new President o f the association during 
national commemoration ceremony at the 
Australian War Memorial on May 27.
The audience included the Chiefs o f Navy, 
Army and Air Force, VADM Russ Shalders, 
AO, CSC, RAN, Lt-Gen Peter Leahy and 
AIRMSHL Geoff Shepherd, who laid 
wreathes during the service.
Normally a curator in gallery development 
at the AWM, Gary said the association had 
been formed some six years ago but had 
‘stagnated’.
Since taking up the position, he’s been 
moving to extend knowledge o f the 
association to all parts o f the country.

He was approved to wear rig to attend Anzac 
Day celebrations at Cherbourg Mission, the 
largest in Queensland, near Murgon about 
three hours drive north-west o f Brisbane.

While he was participating in an ABC 
documentary on aboriginal Service

POMT Gary Oakley addresses the indigenous 
veterans and serving members o f  the ADF at 
the AWM on May 27. Pic: Steve Burton, AWM

personnel, he was amazed at the response. 
“The community was impressed that the 
Navy would turn up for their ceremony,” he 
said. “The RAN should be actively visiting 
these places as the kids there are looking 
for careers and were very interested in what 
Defence has to offer. The mission has a 
long line o f veterans from World War I to 
Vietnam.”

Indigenous Veterans and Services Assn revival
Reservist POMT Gary Oakley is busy 
reviving the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islanders Veteran and Services Association 
o f Australia.
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